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GENERALIZED GIRSANOV TRANSFORM OF PROCESSES
AND ZAKAI EQUATION WITH JUMPS
MASATOSHI FUJISAKI AND TAKASHI KOMATSU*
Dedicated to the memory of Professor Hiroshi Kunita
Abstract. It is well known that the Girsanov transform (or, Girsanov's
theorem) plays an important role in the stochastic analysis and this transform
is closely related with the uniform integrability of local martingales. The
¯rst aim of this article is to give concrete, necessary and su±cient conditions
of uniform integrability of positive local martingales with jumps. Then we
shall apply Girsanov transform to Zakai equation (Zakai SDE) arisen from
the ¯ltering problem of stochastic processes with jumps. Using Girsanov
transform for L¶evy processes, Malliavin calculus could be applied to show
the existence of smooth density of the ¯ltering measure. The second aim of
this article is to show the uniqueness of solutions of Zakai equation. This is
worthwhile from the fact that the solution of Zakai equation can be obtained
from the ¯ltering measure by using Girsanov transform.
1. Introduction
Absolutely continuous transform of laws of stochastic processes which are given
by SDE (stochastic di®erential equation) is called the Girsanov transform. This is
common and e®ective means in the stochastic analysis. In our contexts, we assume
that these SDE can be formulated as martingale problems for integro-di®erential
operators, and that transforms are made by positive local martingales with jumps.
Since the transform is closely related with the uniform integrability of positive
local martingales, the ¯rst aim of this article is to obtain concrete, necessary
and su±cient conditions of uniform integrability of positive local martingales with
jumps.Then using Girsanov transform, we shall discuss Zakai SDE.
The Zakai SDE ([14]) is a measure-valued linear SDE, and it is originally arisen
from the nonlinear ¯ltering problem with respect to stochastic signal-observation
systems. It is shown in [2] that ¯ltering measures satisfy ¯ltering equations for
systems of continuous processes, and in [6] for systems of discontinuous semi-
martingales. However, it is not easy to analyze ¯ltering equations directly, for
they are nonlinear SDEs. On the other hand, it can be proved that a certain
unnormalized ¯ltering measure becomes a solution to the Zakai SDE and that the
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relation between the unnormalized ¯ltering measure and the original one is given
by the Bayes formula ([3], [13]). From the Bayes formula, it is possible to apply the
Malliavin calculus to show the existence of smooth densities of ¯ltering measures
([3], [4], [11], see also [12]).
It is worthwhile to discuss the uniqueness of solutions of Zakai SDE. Indeed, if
we can prove the uniqueness of solutions of the Cauchy problem for Zakai SDE,
then this implies the uniqueness of solutions of the ¯ltering equation and the
existence of smooth densities of the solution of the Zakai SDE. However, even in
the continuous di®usion systems, it is not easy to show the uniqueness of solutions
of Zakai SDE with unbounded coe±cients ([7],[8] and [13]). On the other hand,
by using a simple replacement of solutions it is shown that Zakai SDE can be
transformed into a parabolic integro-di®erential equation in the cases where noises
of the signal and those of the observation are independent ([3]). Then this enables
us to apply the usual functional analysis methods to the proof of the uniqueness
of solutions of Zakai SDE with linear growth coe±cients.
2. Martingale Problem for SDE and Girsanov Transform
Let W = D([0; 1] ! Rn) be the space of cµad - lµag functions. Set Yt(w) =
w(t) for w = (w(t)) 2 W , and Wt =
T
">0 ¾(Ys; s < t + "). Consider a triplet
(Gt(w); Ht(w); Kt(w; d´)) of (Wt)¡adapted process. For ¯xed (t; w), Gt(w) is a
non-negative n£n¡matrix, Ht(w) 2 Rn and Kt(w; d´) is a measure on Rn n f0g.
Hereafter, Gt(w) (resp. Ht(w) and Kt(w; d´)) is simply denoted by Gt (resp. Ht




f trace Gs + jHsj+
Z
(j´j2 ^ 1) Ks(d´) g ds < 1
¸
= 1:
Using the Itô formula (cf. [1]) for semi-martingales with jumps, it is a routine
work to prove the lemma (cf. [9]).
Lemma 2.1. The following three conditions are equivalent.
(1) For any z 2 Rn, the process
exp
·






z ¢Gsz + iz ¢Hs +
Z ¡






is a (Wt; Q)¡martingale, where [´]1 = ´ I(j´j · 1).





2f(y))] +Hs ¢ @yf(y)
+
Z
ff(y + ´)¡ f(y)¡ [´]1 ¢ @yfg Ks(d´);
where @y = (@=@yi)1·i·n and @y
2 = (@2=@yi@yj)1·i;j·n.
For any f = (f(y)) 2 C10 (Rn); the process




is a local (Wt; Q)¡ martingale.
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(3) The process (Yt; Q) is decomposed into the form














where ¯Y = (¯Y (t)) is a R
n¡valued continuous (Wt; Q)¡local martingale with
dhz ¢ ¯Y is ´ dhz ¢ ¯Y (s); z ¢ ¯Y (s)i = (z ¢Gsz) ds;
and JY (dsd´) := #f ¿ 2 ds j 0 6= ¢Y¿ 2 d´ g is a measure with the property
that the signed random measure eJY (dsd´) := JY (dsd´)¡Ks(d´) ds generates
(Wt; Q)¡local martingales.
If conditions in the above Lemma are satis¯ed, let the process (Yt; Q) be called
\ a solution to the martingale problem for the triplet (Gt;Ht; Kt(d´))", or simply
be called \ a (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process ".
We shall introduce an assumption.
[A1] The existence and the uniqueness of solutions to the martingale problem
for the triplet (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)) hold.
There are many cases where [A1] is satis¯ed (cf. [10]). The most simple but
important example is the case where (Yt; Q) is a L¶evy process.
We shall consider the representation of local martingales. Let H2loc(¯Y ) (resp.














For ¡ = (¡t(w)) 2 H2loc(¯Y ), the stochastic integral




is well de¯ned, and the process ((¡ ¢¯Y )t) is a continuous (Wt; Q)¡local martingale.
Let Lloc(JY ) (resp. Lp(JY ) p = 1; 2) be the class of function valued (Wt)¡adapted















Moreover, let Lploc(JY ) be the class of function valued, (Wt)¡adapted processes
¤ = (¤t;´(w)) such that there exists a sequence of (Wt)¡stopping times Tn " 1
satisfying (I(t · Tn)£ ¤t;´) 2 Lp(JY ) for each n.
For any ¤ = (¤t;´(w)) 2 L1loc(JY )
S
L2loc(JY ), the stochastic integral





is well de¯ned so that ((¤ ¢ eJY )t) is a (Wt;Q)¡local martingale.
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)) satis¯es [A1], and let (Yt; Q) be
a (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process. Let (Mt) be a given locally bounded (Wt; Q)¡martingale.
Then there exist processes (¡t) 2 H2loc(¯Y ) and (¤t;´) 2 Lloc(JY ) having properties
that (¤t;´ £ I(j¤t;´j > 1)) 2 L1loc(JY ) and (¤t;´ £ I(j¤t;´ j · 1)) 2 L2loc(JY ), and
Mt = M0 +
Z t
0





The above lemma is necessary to prove Theorem 2.4. We shall give the proof of
the lemma in Appendix, for it needs a special technique in the martigale theory.
Consider the class of functions
V := f v(¢) 2 C2(R+) j v(0) = 1; 0 < v0(s) < 1; ¡1 < v00(s) · 0; v(+1) = +1 g:
Lemma 2.3. Let (­;F ; P ) be a probability space and H, a subset of L1(­;F ; P ).




EP [ jÁj v(log+ jÁj) ] <1:
Proof. Suppose that H is uniformly integrable. Since
sup
Á2H




EP [ jÁj I(jÁj ¸ `) ] = 0;
it is possible to choose constants c0 = 0; 1 < c1 < c2 < c3 < ¢ ¢ ¢ so that
sup
Á2H
EP [ jÁj I(log+ jÁj ¸ cn) ] · 2¡n; cn+1 ¡ cn > cn ¡ cn¡1 (n ¸ 1):









I(cn · t < cn+1);




u(t) dt; v(t) := 1 +
Z +1
¡1
(1¡ jsj) }(t¡ s) ds:




(1¡ jsj) u(t¡ s) ds; v00(t) = ¡
Z 1
0
(u(t¡ s)¡ u(t+ s)) ds;
we see that v(¢) 2 C2(R+) with 0 < v0(t) < 1 and ¡1 < v00(t) · 0. From }(cn) = n
and }(t) < v(t) < }(t) + 1, we see that v(t) is an increasing function tending to
in¯nity with t. Set an = EP [jÁjI(log+ jÁj ¸ cn)]. Then a0 = EP [jÁj] and
EP [jÁjv(log+ jÁj)] ·
1X
n=1
















(an¡1 ¡ an) = 2a0 +
1X
k=2
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Then the uniform integrability of H implies the property (U). The converse im-
plication is proved from that v(log `) ! 1 as ` ! 1 and the simple inequality:
EP [jÁjI(jÁj ¸ `)] · EP [jÁjv(log+ jÁj)] = v(log `).
The aim of this section is to generalize the Girsanov theorem for di®usions into
that for a family of processes including solutions to the martigale problem for the
triplet (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)).
Assume [A1], and let (Yt; Q) be the (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process. The process (Yt) is
represented as follows:







´ fJY (dsd´) ¡ I(j´j · 1) Ks(d´)dsg:
We say that (h(t; w); k(t; w; ´)) belongs to the class A[W ] i® (t; w) ¡! h(t; w) 2
Rn and (t;w) ¡! k(t; w; ´) > 0 are (Wt)¡adapted process, and the function
´ ¡! k(t; w; ´) is Borel measurable. For (h; k) 2 A[W ], set
©t[h; k;Q] := exp
·Z t
0










flog k(s; w; ´) J(dsd´)¡ (k(s; w; ´)¡ 1) Ks(d´)dsg
¸
;







Hh;kt := Ht + Gt h(t; w) +
Z
j´j·1
´ (k(t; w; ´)¡ 1) Kt(d´)
Kkt (d´) ;= k(t; w; ´) Kt(d´):
Theorem 2.4. Given a (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process (Yt; Q) and a ( eGt; eHt; eKt)¡process
(Yt; eQ). Assume that probabilities Q and eQ are mutually absolutely continuous.
Then there are (h; k) 2 A[W ] and v(¢) 2 V such that
Z 1
0




k ¡ 1)2v(j log kj)) Ks(d´)g ds <1 a:e: (Q);
EQ[ d eQ=dQ j Wt] = ©t[h; k;Q]:
Then we have ( eGt; eHt; eKt(d´)) = (Gt; Hh;kt ;Kkt (d´)) .
Proof. (Step 1) Set 't := EQ[ d eQ=dQ j Wt]. Then ('t) is a (Wt; Q)¡martingale.
From the Itô formula for semi-martingales (cf. [1]) and the representation lemma
for local martingales (Lemma 2.2), it is a routine work to show that there exists
(h; k) 2 A[W] satisfying
Z 1
0




k(s; w; ´)¡ 1)2 Ks(d´) g ds <1 a:e:










k ¡ 1)2 Ks(d´):
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The relation ( eGt; eHt; eKt(d´)) = (Gt; Hh;kt ; Kkt (d´)) is a consequence of the
uniqueness of Meyer's decomposition.
(Step 2) The set f'T j T : stopping timeg is uniformly integrable with respect to
Q. From Lemma 2.3, there is a positive increasing function v 2 C2(R) such that
(v(s)£ I(s ¸ 0)) 2 V ; sup
T
EQ['T v(log'T ) ] <1:
Set Lt = log't and v1(s) = v(s) + v


































































De¯ne a sequence (Tº) of stopping times by
Tº = inf f t 2 [0; 1] j jLtj > º or
Z t
0
( h ¢Gsh +
Z
(er=2 ¡ 1)2 Ks ) ds > º g:
Since ÂTº ; B̂Tº ; C
¡
Tº














Under restraints s < Tº and r = r(s; w; ´) > 1, inequalities
v(r)¡ v(Ls + r) < v(¡Ls) I(Ls + r < 0) + v(jLsj) I(Ls + r ¸ 0) · v(º);
erv(r) = [erv(Ls + r)¡ v(Ls)] + v(Ls) + er[v(r)¡ v(Ls + r)]
· [erv(Ls + r)¡ v(Ls)] + v(º) + erv(º)















erv(jrj) Ks(d´)ds < 1 a:e:
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(Step 3) Note that 't
¡1 = ©t[h; k;Q]
¡1
= ©t[¡h; k¡1; eQ]. From the same reason
as in Step 2, the uniform integrability of the (Wt; eQ)¡martingale ('t¡1) implies










~v(jrj) Ks(d´)ds < 1 a:e:

















(er=2 ¡ 1)2 Ks(d´)ds < 1 a:e:
Given a (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process (Yt; Q) and a pair (h; k) 2 A[W ]. For v 2 V , set
ªt[h; k; v] =
Z t
0







k ¡ 1)2v(j log kj))(s; w; ´) Ks(d´) ds: (2.1)
Theorem 2.5. If there exists v 2 V such that ª1[h; k; v] ´ ªt[h; k; v] jt=1 is
bounded, then the process ( ©t[h; k;Q] )0·t·1 is a (Wt; Q)¡martingale.
Proof. Set 't = ©t[h; k;Q]; Lt = log't. Since ('t) is a local martingale, it
su±ces to prove the uniform integrability of the local martingale. Choose an even
function u 2 C2(R) such that u(r) = u(¡r) ¸ v(jrj), and
u(r) ´ v(r) (for r ¸ 1); 0 · u0(r) · 1; ju00(r)j · 1 (for 0 < r < 1):
Set r(t;w; ´) := log k(t; w; ´) and




; k̂(t; w; ´) := k(t; w; ´)
u(Lt + r(t; w; ´))
u(Lt)
:
Using the Itô formula, we have
















u(Ls + r)¡ u(Ls)
u(Ls)







Since u(Ls + r)¡ u(Ls) · v(jrj+ 1)¡ v(0) · v(jrj), we have




e r2 (jrj · 1)
er (v(jrj) + 1) (r > 1) :
v(jrj) + 1 (r < ¡1)
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u(Ls + r)¡ u(Ls)
u(Ls)









(er=2 ¡ 1)2 v(jrj) Ks(d´)ds:












Then there is a constant c0 such that 't u(Lt) · c0 ©t[ĥ; k̂;Q]. Since (©t[ĥ; k̂;Q])
is a positive local martingale, EQ[ ©t[ĥ; k̂;Q] ] · 1. Then
sup
t
EQ['t v(j log'tj) ] · sup
t
EQ['t u(Lt)] · c0;
which implies that ('t) is uniformly integrable.





be de¯ned by (R) just before Theorem 2.4. If the random variable ª1[h; k; v] is




t )¡process (Yt; P ). And the probability
P is uniquely determined.
Proof. Let ©1[h; k;Q] := ©t[h; k;Q]jt=1 and set P (dw) = ©1[h; k;Q] Q(dw),
which becomes a probability by Theorem 2.5. From the Itô formula, it is im-









t )¡process, and Q0(dw) := ©1[¡h; k¡1;P 0] P 0(dw). Then Q0 is a
probability and (Yt; Q
0) is a (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process. From [A1], we have Q = Q0.
Since ©1[¡h; k¡1;P 0] = ©1[h; k;Q]¡1, we see P = P 0.
Remark 2.7. The existence of (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process is premised in [A1]. The
usual method to construct (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process is the Skorokhod method under
the condition that (Gt(w); Ht(w); Kt(w; d´)) are continuous in w 2 W . But in the
above corollary, to be continuous is not necessary for functions h(t; w) and k(t; w; ´)
in order that the existence and the uniqueness of solutions to the martingale





Example 2.8. We shall give an example of Girsanov transform used in the
Malliavin calcurus for SDE with jumps (cf. [12]). Consider the L¶evy process
f­; (Ft); P ; X = (Xt)g of the form





where ¯X(t) = (¯
1
X(t); ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ¯mX (t)) is an m¡dimensional Brownian motion, JX ´
JX(dtdµ) is a Poisson random measure with EP [JX(dtdµ)] = ¼(dµ)dt, where
¼(dµ) = jµj¡m¡®dµ (µ 2 Rm; 0 < ® < 2). Let »t = Ást (X;x¢) be the path-wise
solution to the d¡dimensional SDE:
d»t = a0(»t) dt+
mX
k=1
ak(»t) ± d¯kX(t) +
Z
b(»t; µ)JX(dtdµ); »s = x
¢;
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where a0(x); ¢ ¢ ¢ ; am(x) and b(x; µ) are Rd¡valued smooth functions of (x; µ) 2
Rd £ Rm and b(x; 0) = 0. The system (Ást (X; ¢)) gives a stochastic °ow on Rd
(cf. [5]). Set FXt = ¾(Xs; s · t + 0). Let l1(t; X); ¢ ¢ ¢ ; lm(t; X) be Rd¡valued
bounded processes adapted to (FXt ) and hµ ´ hµ(t; X) be C1(Rm ! Rd)¡valued
bounded process adapted to (FXt ) with h0(t; X) = 0. For z 2 Rd, Set ¡ z(t; X) =
(l1(t; X) ¢ z; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; lm(t; X) ¢ z)¤. (For a vector v, Transpose[v] is denoted by v¤.)
Consider the perturbed process Xz = (Xzt ) de¯ned by







exp[hµ(s;X) ¢ z] µ JX (dsdµ):
Let P z = P ± (Xz)¡1 be the law of the perturbed process Xz. Then P 0 and P z
are mutually absolutely continuous on FXt , and
M zt := EP
h




















log kzµ JX(dsdµ)¡ (kzµ ¡ 1) ¼(dµ)ds
oi
;
lk = lk(s;X); k
z
µ = exp[¡® hµ(s;X) ¢ z] det(I + µ @µ(hµ(s;X) ¢ z)):
Set »zt := Á
0
t (X














X(t) + lk ¢ z dt) +
Z
b(»zt ; exp[hµ ¢ z] µ) JX :
For any bounded process Vt(X) and f(x) 2 C10 (Rd), we have





z) ] = @z EP [ f(»
0
t ) Vt(X) ] = 0:
These facts lead to the integration by parts formula in the Malliavin calculus.
3. Girsanov Transform for SDE With Linear Growth Coe±cients
Notations for (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)); A[W]; V, Hh;kt ; Kkt and ªt[h; k; v] are the same
as in Section 2. Namely Hh;kt ; K
k
t are de¯ned by (R), and ªt[h; k; v], by (2.1). We
shall introduce conditions [B1] and [B2] on these elements.
[B1] There exist a function v 2 V , a sequence of stopping time Tº and probability
measure Pº on (W;WTº ) such that
(a) ª1[h; k; v] < 1 a:e: (Q),
(b) T1 · T2 · T3 · ¢ ¢ ¢ and limº!1Q[Tº < 1] = 0,









Pº [ ªTº [h; k; v] > ` ] = 0:
Note that [B1] does not require the existence or the uniqueness of solutions to the




t (d´)) with time interval [0; 1].
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[B2] Let kY kt := sups·t jYsj, and each of c:'s denote absolute constant.
(a) There are functions v 2 V and ½ 2 C(R+) such that ªt[h; k; v] · ½(kY kt).




j´j2 (Kt(d´) +Kkt (d´)) · c: (1 + kY kt)2;




t (d´)) · c:
Lemma 3.1. If [A1] and [B2] are satis¯ed, then [B1] is also satis¯ed.
Proof. Let (Yt;Q) be a (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡process. For N > 1, set















We see that Y
(N)








j´j2 Kt(d´) · c: (1 + kY kt)2 + c: N2:
Using the Itô formula we have, for t · TN ,

































(2Y (N)s ¢ ´ + j´j2) eJY (dsd´)
¯̄
¯̄ :
From the martingale inequality, for S := t ^ TN , we have










(4 Ys ¢GsYs +
Z





EQ[(1 + kY (N)ks^TN )4] ds:
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This inequality implies that EQ[(1 + kY (N)kTN )4] <1. Then we have
EQ[ sup
t<TN
jYtj4 ] · EQ[ sup
t·TN
jY (N)t j4 ] < c:
From [B2](b) we have Q[ TN < 1 ] ! 0 as N ! 1. These facts and [B2](a)
imply that [B1](a) holds good. De¯ne
Tº = infft 2 [0; 1] j ªt[h; k; v] > º g; Pº(dw) = ©Tº [h; k;Q] Q(dw):
Since Q[Tº < 1] · Q[ªTº [h; k; v] ¸ º] · Q[½(kY k1) ¸ º], [B1](b) holds good.




t )¡process with restricted time
interval [0; Tº ], and Pº+1 = Pº on WTº . By a similar consideration to the above,





jYtj4 ] · c; sup
º
Pº [ T
N < Tº ] ¡! 0 (as N !1):
From [B2](a), we see that [B1](c) holds good.
Theorem 3.2. Assume that (h; k) 2 A[W ] satis¯es [B1] or [B2]. Then there




t )¡process fW;Wt; P ;Ytg. Probabilities P and Q
are mutually absolutely continuous and
[dP=dQ](w) = ©1[h; k;Q] = ©1[¡h; k¡1;P ]
¡1
:
Proof. (Step 1) We shall denote Hh;kt and K
k
t by
eHt and eKt. Let (Tº) and
(Yt; Pº) are the same ones in [B1]. Since Q[ Tº < 1 ] ! 0 as º ! 1, we have
©Tº [h; k;Q] ¡! ©1[h; k;Q] a.e. Q. If the set f©Tº [h; k;Q]gº is uniformly integrable
with respect to Q, then P (dw) := ©1[h; k;Q] Q(dw) is a probability and (Yt; P ) is
a (Gt; eHt; eKt)¡process.
Set d¯ºY (s) = d¯Y (s)¡Gsh ds; eJºY (dsd´) = JY (dsd´)¡ eKs(d´) ds. We have
Z
I(©Tº [h; k;Q] > e
4`) ©Tº [h; k;Q] Q(dw)
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log v(r) JY ;
I
(º)
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I(©Tº [h; k;Q] > e
4`) ©Tº [h; k;Q] Q(dw) = 0:
Therefore f©Tº [h; k;Q]gº is uniformly integrable with respect to Q.
(Step 2) Let (Yt; P








k¡1 ¡ 1)2v(j log k¡1j) eKs
¾
ds = ©Tº [h; k; v] · n;
from Theorem 2.5, we see that (©t^Tº [¡h; k¡1; P 0]) is a (Wt; P 0)¡martingale.
From Corollary 2.6, we see that ©Tº [¡h; k¡1; P 0] P 0(dw) = Q(dw) on WTº . Since
©Tº [¡h; k¡1; P 0] = ©Tº [h; k;Q]
¡1;
we have P 0 = Pº on WTº . [B1] (c) also implies that P 0[ Tº < 1 ] ¡! 0 as º !1.
Therefore P 0 = P . Then the proof is complete.
Example 3.3. Let (W; (Wt); Q;Yt) be a 1-dimensional Brownian motion with

















From Theorem 3.2, for any ¸ 2 R, the local martingale (M (¸)t ; Q) is uniformly
integrable, and the probability measure Q(¸) =M
(¸)
1 Q on (W;W1) gives a solution












Using the complex analysis, we shall prove the formula:
'(¸) = 1=
p
cos(¸) (0 < ¸ < ¼=2):
Let D = fu+
p
¡1v j u2 < v2 + (¼=2)2g and
log[f(³; t; x)] =
³
2
tan(³(1¡ t)) x2 ¡ 1
2
log[cos(³(1¡ t))] (³ 2 D):
Set Tº = infft · 1 j jYtj > ºg. Since [@t + (1=2)@2x + (1=2)(³x)2]f(³; t; x) = 0,
using the Itô formula, we have
EQ
"








= f(³; 0; 0):











· f(¸; 0; 0) = 1p
cos(¸)
<1 (0 < ¸ < ¼=2)
is obtained by letting º !1. Then the following function is analytic.
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For any v 2 R, the function
f(
p































Then '(³0) = f(³0; 0; 0) = 1=
p
cos(³0) for pure imaginary numbers ³0 =
p
¡1v.
Since the function D 3 ³ ¡! 1=
p
cos(³) is also analytic, from theorem of identity,
we see that '(³) = 1=
p
cos(³); (³ 2 D).








Then the Novikov condition about the uniform integrability of positive local mar-
tingales is not satis¯ed for local martingales (M
(¸)
t ); ¸ ¸ ¼=2. This shows that
the Novikov condition is far from critical conditions.
4. Zakai SDE and Nonlinear Filtering
In this section, we shall study linear functional jump-SDE's arising from non-
linear ¯ltering equations for ¯ltering systems of jump-processes. Notations for
(W;Wt); (Gt; Ht; Kt); (Yt; ¯Y ; JY ;fJY ) and Q are the same as in Section 2.
Let aj(t; Y; ¢) 2 C1(Rd ! Rd) and b(t; Y; ¢; ¢) 2 C(Rd£Rm ! Rd) be processes
adapted to (Wt). We shall de¯ne several operators on C10 (Rd).
AYt;j = aj(t; Y; x) ¢ @x; AYt = (AYt;j)1·j·m;











For given function valued process hYt (¢) 2 C(Rd ! Rn) and kYt (¢; ¢) 2 C(Rd £
Rn ! R+) adapted to (Wt), let us consider the linear functional jump-SDE (which
shall be called \the Zakai SDE") for measure valued processes ¹t(dx) :
d(¹t[f ]) = ¹t[L
Y
t f ] dt+ ¹t[h
Y





t (¢; ´)¡ 1)f ] eJY (dtd´) (4.1)
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A measure valued process ¹t(¢) ´ ¹t(dx) is said to be a solution to Eq. (4.1)
if ¹t[ 1 ] is a locally bounded process (i.e. there exists a sequence fTºg of
(Wt)¡stopping times Tº such that Q[Tº < 1] # 0 as º ! 1 and ¹t^Tº [ 1 ] is
bounded for each º), and the functional ¹t[ ¢ ] satis¯es Eq. (4.1).
Consider the space ­ = D([0; 1] ! Rm+n) of cµad-lµag functions ! = ((Xt; Yt))
with Xt(!) 2 Rm, X0(!) = 0; and Yt(!) 2 Rn; Y0(!) = 0. De¯ne ¯ltrations
FXt = ¾(Xs; s · t + 0), FYt = ¾(Ys; s · t + 0) and Ft = FXt _ FYt . Let eQ be a
probability on (­;F1) de¯ned by following properties (a),(b) and (c).
(a) processes (Xt; eQ) and (Yt; eQ) are independent.
(b) the process fW;Wt; Q;Ytg is equivalent to the process f­;FYt ; eQ;Ytg.
(c) (Xt; eQ) is the L¶evy process with




where 0 < ® < 2 and c® is a certain positive constant.
We see that Xt = ¯X(t) + ®X(t) with the Wiener process (¯X(t); eQ) and a sym-
metric ®¡stable process (®X(t); eQ). We may suppose that the counting measure
of jumps JX(dsdµ) := #f¿ 2 ds j 0 6= ¢X¿ 2 dµg is a Poisson radom measure
with E eQ[JX(dsdµ)] = jµj¡m¡® dµds, and that the signed measure
eJX(dsdµ) := JX(dsdµ)¡ jµj¡m¡® dµds
generates discontinuous (FXt _ FY1 ; eQ)¡local martingales. Let »t = »t(!) be the
pathwise solution to the d¡dimensional stochastic integro-di®erential equation:
d»t = a0(t; Y; »t) dt+
mX
j=1
aj(t; Y; »t) ± d¯jX(t)
+
Z
b(t; Y; »t; µ) JX (dtdµ): (4.2)
We see from the Itô formula that processes
Mft := f(»t) ¡ f(»0) ¡
Z t
0
[LYs f ](»s) ds (f 2 C10 )
are (Ft; eQ)¡martingales. Fix v 2 V and set
½(r) := (
p
r ¡ 1)2 v(j log rj);
ª [h; k] :=
Z 1
0
f hYs (»s) ¢GshYs (»s) +
Z
½(kYs (»s; ´)) Ks(d´)g ds:
Let eQ[ ª [h; k] <1 ] = 1 and introduce a positive (Ft; eQ)¡ local martingale
't[h; k] = exp
·Z t
0










log kYs (»s; ´) JY (dsd´) ¡ (kYs (»s; ´)¡ 1) Ks(d´) ds
ª¸
:
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Then we have the following lemma (see [3]).
Lemma 4.1. Assume that eQ[ ª [h; k] < 1 ] = 1. Then the measure valued
process ¹t(dx) := E eQ[ I(»t 2 dx) 't[h; k] j FYt ] gives a solution to the Zakai
SDE (4.1).
We shall give the martingale formulation for the ¯ltering system of stochastic
processes. Let ¯Y (t), JY (dtd´) and »t(!) be the same objects as above, and de¯ne
new objects ¯¤Y (t) and J
¤
Y (dsd´) by






J¤Y (dsd´) := JY (dsd´)¡ kYs (»s; ´)Ks(d´)ds:
Let P be a probability measure on (­;F1) such that
(1) P = eQ on FX1 ,
(2) (¯¤Y (t)) is a continuous (Ft; P )¡local martingale,
(3) J¤Y (¢) generates discontinuous (Ft; P )¡local martingales.
In the ¯ltering theory, the process (»t; P ) is called signal process, and the process
(Yt; P ), observation process (cf. [13]). Set
[HYs ]























´ JY ; (4.3)
where J¤Y = J
¤
Y (dsd´) and JY = JY (dsd´). The measure valued process
¼t(dx) := P [»t 2 dx j FYt ]
is called the ¯ltering process.
Let ª [h; k] be the same random variable as before, and introduce assumption.
[A2] eQ[ª [h; k] <1] = 1; P [ª [h; k] <1] = 1.
It can be proved by a similar way to the proof of Theorem 3.2 that if [A1] and
[A2] are satis¯ed, then the (Ft; P )¡local martingale (('t[h; k])¡1) is uniformly
integrable and P (d!) = '1[h; k](!) eQ(d!). Moreover we have the following
lemma (see [3]).
Lemma 4.2. Assuming [A1] and [A2], we have
¼t[f ] =
E eQ[ f(»t) 't[h; k] j FYt ]
E eQ[ 't[h; k] j FYt ]
=
E eQ[ f(»t) 't[h; k] j FY1 ]
E eQ[ 't[h; k] j FY1 ]
:
The above equality is called the Bayes formula (see [13]). This formula has been
obtained in [7] or [8] in terms of di®erent context from ours.
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Let us consider the nonlinear functional SDE for measure valued processes
¼t(dx) adapted to (Wt) with ¼t[1] = 1 :
d¼t[f ] = ¼t[L
Y











t (¢; ´)] = ¼t[kYt (¢; ´)] ¡ ¼t[f ]
¢
JY (dtd´) (4.4)
d¯Y (t) := d¯Y (t)¡Gt¼t[hYt ] dt;
JY (dtd´) := JY (dtd´)¡ ¼t[kYt (¢; ´)]Kt(d´) dt:
The objects d¯Y (t) and JY (dtd´) are called sometimes as the innovations of d¯
¤
Y (t)
and J¤Y (dtd´). We shall call Eq. (4.4) \ the ¯ltering equation", but its solutions
¼t(dx) are not necessarily ¯ltering measures.
From the following theorem, we see that the Zakai SDE and the ¯ltering equation
are nearly equivalent.
Theorem 4.3. (1) Let ¹t(dx) be a solution to Eq.(4.1) with ¹t[1] > 0. Set
}t := ¹t[1]; ¼t(dx) := }t
¡1 ¹t(dx):
Then the measure valued process ¼t(dx) is a solution to Eq.(4.4).
(2) Let ¼t(dx) be a solution to Eq.(4.4). Set
ht := ¼t[h
Y
t ]; kt(´) := ¼t[k
Y
t (¢; ´)]; }t := ©t[h; k;Q] = 't[h; k]:
Then the measure valued process ¹t(dx) := }t ¼t(dx) is a solution to Eq.(4.1).




t ]; kt(´) := ¼t[k
Y
t (¢; ´)]:
From (4.1) we have
d}t = }t
µ
ht ¢ d¯Y (t) +
Z
(kt(´)¡ 1) eJY (dtd´)
¶
:













where d¯Y (t) := d¯Y (t)¡Gtht dt; JY (dtd´) := JY (dtd´)¡ kt(´)Kt(d´) dt.
From (4.1), for any f 2 C10 (Rd), we have
d¹t[f ] = ¹t[L
Y
t f ] dt+ ¹t[f h
Y









t f ] dt+ ¼t[f h
Y




t ¡ 1)] JY (dtd´)
+ ¼t[f h
Y




t ¡ 1)] (kt ¡ 1)Kt(d´) dt
¸
:
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By the Itô formula, we have
d¼t[f ] = ¹t[f ] d}t
¡1 + }t
¡1 d¹t[f ] + [ d}t
¡1; d¹t[f ] ]
= ¼t[f ]
·











t f ] dt+ ¼t[f h
Y




t ¡ 1)] JY (dtd´)
+ ¼t[f h
Y




t ¡ 1)] (kt ¡ 1)Kt(d´) dt
¸























t (¢; ´)] = ¼t[kYt (¢; ´)] ¡ ¼t[f ]
¢
JY (dtd´):
Then ¼t(dx) is a solution to the ¯ltering equation (4.4).
(2) Using the Itô formula, it is a routine work to verify the equality
d¹t[f ] = ¼t[f ] d}t + }t d¼t[f ] + [ d}t; d¼t[f ] ]
= ¹t[L
Y
t f ] dt+ ¹t[f h
Y




t (¢; ´)¡ 1)] eJY (dtd´):
Hence ¹t(dx) is a solution to Zakai SDE (4.1).
Remark 4.4. (1) From Theorem 4.3, we notice that if the uniqueness of solutions
to the Cauchy problem for Zakai SDE (4.1) is valid, the same holds for the ¯ltering
equation (4.4). ( If ¼t(dx) and ¼
0
t(dx) are solutions to Eq.(4.4) with ¼0(dx) =






t(dx) are solutions to Eq.(4.1).









t, we have ¼t(dx) = ¼
0
t(dx). )
(2) The Bayes formula (Lemma 4.2) is useful to proceed the Malliavin calculus
for processes ( »t; eQ[ ¢ j FY1 ] ). We shall give the illustration of the Malliavin
calculus. In order to simplify the illustration, let us consider the case :
aj(t; Y; x) = aj(x) 2 C1;b(Rd); b(t; Y; x; µ) = b(x; µ) 2 C1;b(Rd £Rm);
and assume that k@b(x; µ)k < c: < 1. Let (Ást (x))s<t be the process of random
mappings characterized by the property that »t = Á
s
t (x) satis¯es SDE (4.2) given
the initial condition »s = x. We see that ut := (@xÁ
s
t (x))
¡1 2 Rd£d with »t =
Á0t (x) satis¯es the equation
dt ut = ¡ ut f @a0(»t) dt+§j @aj(»t) ± d¯jX(t)
+
Z
(I ¡ [I + @b(»t; µ)]¡1)JX(dtdµ) g:
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Let b̂(x; µ) := [I + @b(x; µ)]¡1(µ ¢ @µ)b(x; µ) and %t > 0 be a certain normalizing










The strong integrability condition : E eQ[ j detVtj¡p] < 1 (8p > 1) is satis¯ed
if \the generalized HÄormander condition" on fAYt;0; AYt;1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; AYt;mg and f BYµ j
µ 2 Rmg is satis¯ed (cf. [12]). The integration by parts formula holds under the
above integrability condition. Then, if hYt and k
Y
t satisfy the condition:
















k@ºxkYt (¢; ´)k1 Kt(d´) g dt < 1;
¯ltered measures ¼t(dx) have smooth densities (cf. [11]).
Since processes f­;FYt ; eQ;Ytg and fW;Wt;Q;Ytg are equivalent, hereafter we
shall identify these processes. We shall show that the Zakai SDE can be changed
into a parabolic equation using an absolutely continuous transform of measures.
Let ¹t(dx) be a solution to the Zakai SDE (4.1), and de¯ne processes ¤
Y
t (x);




hYt (x) ¢GthYt (x) +
Z ¡



















Lemma 4.5. Let fYt (x) ´ f(t; x; Y ) be a function such that
a) the support of f(¢; ¢; Y ) is compact in [0; 1]£Rm,
b) functions @°xf(t; x; Y ) (° 2 Zd+ with j°j · 2 ) and (@=@t)f(t; x; Y ) are bounded
in (t; x) and continuous in x.
Under some regularity conditions on functions hYt and k
Y
t , for each Y , the process
ºt(dx) satis¯es the following formula.
(d=dt) ºt[ f
Y
t ] = ºt[ (@=@t + eLt)fYt ] (4.5)
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Proof. Let ½(x) 2 C10 (Rd);
Z
½(x)dx = 1, and set ½z±(x) := ±
¡d½((x¡ z)=±)
where ± > 0 and z 2 Rd. Then we have
d ¹t[½
z












t (¢; ´)¡ 1)½z± ] eJY (dtd´);











¡1 ¡ 1) (JY (dtd´)¡ kYt (z; ´)Kt(d´)dt) ¡ ¤Yt (z)dt g:
Taking integration by dz for the di®erential form d (¹t[½
z
± ]£ Ft(z)), we have
d (¹t[½
0
± ¤ Ft]) =
Z





































(kYt ¡ 1) ½0± ¤ Ft ¡ ½0± ¤ (Ft(kYt ¡ 1))
¤
Kt(d´)dt;













We shall introduce an assumption for fa0; ak; b(¢; µ); hYt ; kYt (¢; µ)g.




(kakk1 + k@xakk1) · ³¤t ; k@xÃtk1 + k@x@¤xÃtk1 · ³¤t :














(juj2 ^ 1) NYt;x(du) · ³¤t :
(c) ¤Yt (x) ¸ (jxj2 ¡ 1)=³¤t :
(The bounded-ness of a0(t; Y; ¢); hYt (¢) and kYt (¢; µ) is not required.)
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Lemma 4.6. Assume [A4]. If ¹0[1] = º0[1] <1, then ºt[1] is locally bounded.




t ) denote certain positive locally bounded processes.
From [A4] (a) and the equality
ºt[ e
¡"jxj2 ] = ¹t[ e
Ãt(x)¡"jxj2 ] (" > 0);
we see that the process ºt[ e





+ ¤Yt (x) · ³t ("jxj2 + jxj+ 1)
(see [4]). Combining this estimate and [A4] (c), we have
e"jxj
2 ~Lte
¡"jxj2 · ¡ jxj2=³0t + ³t(jxj+ 1) · ³¤t
for su±ciently small ". From (4.5), we see that
(d=dt) ºt[ e
¡"jxj2 ] · ³¤t ºt[ e¡"jxj
2
]:
Then ºt[1] = lim
"!0
ºt[ e
¡"jxj2 ] · ¹0[1] ³¤t .
We shall introduce an assumption. Set
C`;b¤ = f f j for j°j · `; @°xf(t; x) are continuous in x and bounded in (t; x)g;
E = f f 2 C2;b¤ j (@=@t)f(t; x) 2 C0;b¤ ; f(t; x)! 0 as t% 1 or jxj ! 1 g:
[A5] Let ¸0 := supt;x [eLt 1](t; x) <1. For any f 2 C
2;b
¤ , the equation:
(¸¡ (@=@s)¡ eLs) g(s; x) = f(s; x) (¸ > ¸0)
has a solution g 2 E such that kgk1 · (¸¡ ¸0)¡1kfk1.
For example, this assumption is satis¯ed in the case where the coe±cients are
su±ciently smooth in x and they satisfy the linear growth condition.
Theorem 4.7. Assume [A4] and [A5]. Let ¹(dx) be a given ¯nite measure.
Then there exists at most a solution (¹t) of Eq. (4.1) with the condition ¹0 = ¹.
Proof. Set A := @=@s+ eLs ¡ ¸0 and
J¸ := ¸(¸¡A)¡1; A¸ := AJ¸ (´ ¸J¸ ¡ ¸);
C20 := ff 2 C2;b¤ j f(t; x)! 0 as t " 1 or jxj ! 1g; D(A) := J¸(C20):
Then it can be proved that D(A) is dense in C20 . De¯ne ~ºt and ~º¸t by formulae
~ºt[f ] = e
¸0tºt[f ]; ~º
¸
t [f ] = ¹0[e
tA¸f ]:
Then it is shown that J¸(C20) = D(A), domain of A. It is easy to see that for any
f 2 D(A), they satisfy the following equations:
~ºt[f ] = ¹0[f ] +
Z t
0
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Taking the di®erences of these equations, we have
(~º¸t ¡ ~ºt)[f ] =
Z t
0
(~º¸s ¡ ~ºs)[A¸f ] ds+
Z t
0
~ºs[(A¸ ¡A)f ] ds:
Since ~ºs[1] is bounded and kA¸k · 2¸, by the iterative method, we have
(~º¸t ¡ ~ºt)[f ] =
Z t
0
~ºs[(A¸ ¡A)e(t¡s)A¸f ] ds:
For any g 2 D(A); kJ¸g¡ gk = kJ¸(Af)k=¸! 0 as ¸!1. Since D(A) is dence
in C20 , for f 2 D(A), we have kJ¸(Af)¡ (Af)k ! 0 as ¸!1. Therefore
ke(t¡s)A¸(A¸ ¡A)fk ¡! 0 (¸!1):







ds ¡! 0 (¸!1):
Then ~ºt[f ] = lim¸!1 ~º
¸
t [f ], which means the uniquenss of ºt[f ] and ¹t[f ].
Example 4.8. Let the measure K(d´) = Kt(d´) be independent of ft; Y g, and
¡1; ¡2 be disjoint sets with K(¡1) = K(¡2) = (°=")
2 > 0. Let `(x) be a smooth
odd function on R such that `(x) = x (jxj · 1) and `(x) = 2 (x ¸ 3). We shall






; h(t; x) = ¸x;
k(t; x; ´) = e`("x) I(´ 2 ¡1) + e¡`("x) I(´ 2 ¡2) + I(´ =2 ¡1 [ ¡2):
Set J1t := JY ([0; t]£ ¡1); J2t := JY ([0; t]£ ¡2) and
Ãt(x) := ¸x ¯Y (t) + `("x) (J
1
t ¡ J2t ):
Let ~p(t; Y; x) denote the formal density of the solution ¹t(dx) to the Zakai SDE,
and set ~q(t; Y; x) := ~p(t; Y; x) e¡Ãt(x). Then the Zakai SDE for ~p is equivalent to


























For small ", the above parabolic equation for ~q is close to the 2-nd parabolic








u + [¸¯Y (t) + "(J
1






[(¸2 + °2) x2 ¡ (¸¯Y (t) + "(J1t ¡ J2t ))2] u :
Assume that the function u = U(t; x) of the form
U(t; x) = exp[ D0(t) +D1(t) x¡ (1=2)D2(t) x2 ]; D2(+0) =1
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D1 +D2D1 = ¡[¸¯Y (t) + "(J1t ¡ J2t )] D2 ;
where ¾ =
p
¸2 + °2. We have D2(t) = ¾= tanh(¾t) and
sinh(¾t)
¾
D1(t) = c0 ¡
Z t
0
[¸¯Y (s) + "(J
1
s ¡ J2s )] cosh(¾s) ds
with a certain constant c0. Then we see that











where D3(t) is a certain function of t, and





[¸ d¯Y (s) + " (dJ
1
s ¡ dJ2s )] :
Consider the ¯ltering system of signal and observation f(»t; Yt); P"g associated
with the above Zakai SDE with P"[»0 = c0] = 1. Then we see that, for very small
", the density of ¯ltered measure P"[ »t 2 dx j FYt ] is close to the function:
















We shall prove Lemma 2.2. The following lemma is the key for the proof.
Lemma 5.1. Assume [A1] for the triplet (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)), and let (Yt;Q) be
the (Gt; Ht; Kt)¡ process. Let (Mt) be a uniformly bounded (Wt; Q)¡martingale
with M0 = 0. Suppose that, for a.a. w (Q), equalities for signed measures :
dh¯Y (t);Mti ´ 0; j¢Mtj £ JY (dtd´) ´ 0
hold. Then we have Q[ Mt = 0 (0 · t · 1) ] = 1.
Proof. Choose a constant c > 0 so that 2c jM1j · 1. De¯ne a probability measure
eQ on (W;W1) by eQ(dw) = (1 + c M1) Q(dw) and set Zt := 1 + c Mt.












we have E eQ[B
º
T ] = EQ[ZTB
º
T ] = 0 for any stopping time T . This implies that
the process (Bºt ) is (Wt; eQ)¡martingale. Since Q and eQ are mutually absolutely
continuous, eQ[Tº < 1] # 0 as º " 1 and eQ[Bºt is continuous in t] = 1. Then
(z ¢ ¯Y (t));
µ
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are continuous (Wt; eQ)¡local martingales.







(j´j2 ^ 1) Ks(d´)ds ¸ º
¾
:




















T ] = EQ[ZTN
º




























It is a routine work to show that the above equality holds also for any non-
negative function ¸(´). We see that eJY (dsd´) = JY (dsd´)¡Ks(d´) ds generates
(Wt; eQ)¡local martingales. Then (Yt; eQ) is a solution to the martingale prob-
lem for the triplet (Gt; Ht;Kt(d´)). From [A1], we have Q ´ eQ, which implies
Q[ Mt = 0 (0 · t · 1) ] = 1.
[Proof of Lemma 2.2] Let (Yt; Q) be a solution to the martingale problem
for the triplet (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)), and assume that (Gt; Ht; Kt(d´)) satis¯es [A1].
Let (Mt) be a given locally bounded (Wt; Q)¡martingale.
(Step 1) The case where (Mt) is a bounded continuous martingale. Let M =
M(Wt; Q) be the space of all square integrable (Wt; Q)¡martingales. M is a




¡s ¢ d¯Y (s)
¶
j (¡t) 2 H2(¯Y )
¾
:
Since M0 is a closed subspace of M, the space M is decomposed into the space
M0 and its orthogonal M1 := M0?: Then the martingale (Mt ¡ M0) can be
expressed in the form









t ) 2 M0?, we have dhM
(1)
t ; ¯Y (t)i = 0. From the above lemma, we
see M
(1)
t ´ 0. This implies that the martingale (Mt ¡M0) can be expressed by a
stochastic integral along the continuous local martingale (¯Y (t)). The expression
is also possible for any continuous local martingale.
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(Step 2) The case where (Mt) is a bounded purely discontinuous martingale.







j (¤t;´) 2 L2(JY )
¾
:
is a closed subspace ofM, the spaceM is decomposed into the spaceM2 and its
orthogonalM3 :=M2?: Then (Mt ¡M0) can be expressed in the form









t ) 2M2?, we have j¢M
(3)
t j£JY (dtd´) ´ 0. From the above lemma, we
see M
(3)
t ´ 0. This implies that the martingale (Mt ¡M0) can be expressed by a
stochastic integral by the martingale random measure ( eJY (dtd´)). The expression
is also possible for any purely discontinuous local martingale.
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